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Islamo-
phobia is 
harming 
Britain

The term “Islamophobia” was first introduced 
as a concept in a 1991 and is defined as “fear 
or dislike of all or most Muslims.” As with all 
prejudices, Islamophobia has real victims and 
its toxicity is spreading across Britain. With 
60% of the public admitting that the British 
have a negative view of Muslims, Islamopho-
bia is a real concern affecting our entire so-
ciety. 

As with any process that creates an “us and 
them” mentality where “us” is “better” than 
“them”, we undermine people’s right to ex-
ist peacefully within society and strip them 
of basic human respect. Prevailing attitudes 
towards Islam are particularly problematic as 
they claim that Islam has no place in British 
society.

Ameerah Khan

Why do we think we know Islam?
A recent report has confirmed that British 
Islamophobes believe Islam to be barbaric, 
violent and inferior to the West. With the 
widest readership in Britain, the Sun newspa-
per alongside other right wing papers, have 
played a pivotal role in constructing harmful 

beliefs in the minds of British citizens. Where 
poverty is rife and where citizens are dis-
empowered, the British press tell us who to 
channel our frustrations towards. It has been 
reported that the national press are respon-
sible for creating an air of suspicion towards 
Muslims, which is more severe than even that 

done to the Irish community in the time of 
the IRA. They have defined Muslims as the 
enemy and immigrants as the threat to our 
economy. In doing so  they have successfully 
deflected attention away from the real cause 
of problems in our economy. 

Call to Action
Let‘s demand fair reporting by the press and crack down on Islamo-
phobic content. Under IPSO law papers are not allowed to mention 
an individuals race unless it is genuinely relevant to the story. We can 
crack down on this illegal practice by making a formal complaint to 
the newspaper. Contact  the Sun on feedback@the-sun.co.uk, and the 
Daily Mail www.dailymail.co.uk/readerseditor. You can also make a 
complaint to The Independent Press Standards Organisation at by 
clicking on this link.

www.dailymail.co.uk/readerseditor
https://www.flickr.com/photos/spicygreenginger/16217735390/in/photolist-qH78Hq-8Xhi2Z-bHqP2P-8i5ZDq-pyHTNa-q3EfSu-bC3bQx-onhmPG-5HbkMn-sxSHW-5SmPjN-9ppNvY-5mkXpr-8brACg-5oxGAj-nUMa44-pM2ZEA-4MdxjV-8N1a7K-d8qQRN-qPtZtg-Cv5tSX-AVW84-rdkLp6-5mqgaL-7G8nnr-6CMaD9-fzB8iE-5SmNEN-6W6M3g-cqoJ2f-7XVnAB-7HKKgV-r6PTrf-q5sFAy-7HPFtS-Curwec-4uY6bA-5mm3Ye-bA1yaM-7xvwtZ-71PMzw-6w5Rt3-6S39uc-6uFe5X-6uKqef-6uFeki-6MKsYJ-8Xhi7v-8XkkQf
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Thought police have come to 2016
The Henry Jackson Society (HJS), is one of the 
most important right wing think tanks you 
have never heard of. It is funded by the same 
individuals who promote anti-Islamic rheto-
ric in the US, and are in the business of pro-
ducing anti-Muslim propaganda and funding 
Islamophobic organisations within Britain. 
As a highly powerful and extremely wealthy 
corporation, it is an important element of an 
elite social class that tells us who to hate and 
what to believe, all to serve their own inter-
ests. It is a terrifying example of the effect of 
wealth inequality. 

The HJS conflates acts of violence and Islam, 
over-represents crime committed by Muslims, 
and ignores the positive anti-terrorism work 
carried out by the Muslim community. 

Who suffers?
Tell MAMA is a public service which meas-
ures and monitors anti-Muslim incidents. 
Those most susceptible to Islamophobic hate 
crime are people whose Islam is visible. Many 
Muslim people now ‘fear for their lives’, avoid 
standing near tube platforms (should they 
be pushed), and even remove their hijabs to 
avoid being targeted. Both online and offline 
incidents are prevalent, and result in bouts 
of depression, anxiety and severe emotional 
distress for victims. Most concerning is the 
residual sense that they are not accepted or 
wanted in Britain. 

What about the suffering of less visible 
Muslims? 
Well, I can tell you from personal experience 
how suffocating it is to have your faith be-

come a global political symbol rather than 
about a spiritual connection between me 
and God. Many social situations turn to a dis-
cussion about Islam. But the discussion is not 
about the Islam I know, and which I have lived 
and experienced, but instead about the sub-
ject of terrorism. This has nothing to do with 
me and I am not positioned to explain away 
the actions of a minority of extremists who 
barbarically execute individuals to spread 
their ideology. I am no expert on their mo-
tivations any more than the next person. At 
this stage I tend to stress that 87 % of victims 
of terrorism are Muslim. 

Many Muslims have shied away from making 
their faith visible, robbing them of their free-
dom and consequently creating a new type of 
“Islamophobia”, where they are now “scared 
of showing their Islam.” 

Islamophobia harms Britain
I fear that there will be a price to pay for this 
prejudice and racism in years to come. Coun-
ter-terrorism experts warn us that Islamo-
phobia could indeed be doing Daesh’s job for 
them – in helping to recruit “home-grown” 
terrorists by preying on rejected, dejected and 
angry young people.

This ought to motivate us to reduce Islamo-
phobia for the sake of a safer Britain. Islamo-
phobia, and indeed ANY form of prejudice, is 
unethical and should have no place in Britain. 
After all, being British should stand for toler-
ance and harmony between different cultur-
al traditions. We should remember that the 
freedom to choose and hold other faiths and 
beliefs is protected in law. 

https://www.flickr.com/photos/28818924@N02/3170664564/in/photolist-5Qbu7q-5Q7dZZ-a52Wgm-5Q7e3i-69EPPc-5Qbu4J-qG4X7s-bG5o1i-2SDhMR-9ybuq-4v89N8-ebgtwm-vRcH3m-6cRuyQ-4HNGeK-J5smbp-qJx9AM-avKbEe-2Qt2u2-334ZxT-5zTQR9-91JuSG-5J3Qxd-3GRjtX-4Kwo2Q-dohA5m-a6KoYv-qSTcKV-e41s8G-5M7Too-5LtbvU-3cE69G-qEY4WH-uwAyq-dXN8ux-5LKwWJ-Ad7Jd-5NVPcH-CCeMe-5zAVrn-5khra-vXdkc-5Q81PZ-ybnqM-d5ionS-D2Daq-qGZSof-8z3xff-hyV7J-q6Kuyc
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